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for the first time under one cover then here is the collected fiction of
one of america s greatest writers book jacket amiri baraka dramatist poet
essayist orator and fiction writer is one of the preeminent african
american literary figures of our time the leroi jones amiri baraka reader
provides the most comprehensive selection of baraka s work to date
spanning almost 40 years of a brilliant prolific and controversial career
in which he has produced more than 12 books of poetry 26 plays eight
collections of essays and speeches and two books of fiction this updated
edition contains over 50 pages of previously unpublished work as well as
a chronology and full bibliography the complete autobiography of a
literary legend containing these poems which the author most wants to
preserve this volume summarizes the career to date of the man who has
been called the father of modern black poetry it confirms amiri baraka as
one of the major figures of contemporary american poetry this prose poem
styled memoir of poet novelist playwright and black activist delineates
the politics and the personal drama of the man who has dared face
injustice with violence and flaunted his pride in black chauvinism
chronicling the first forty years of his life the book tells how jones
baraka comes into being from his middle class roots in newark and how his
journey through howard university the air force beat greenwich village
incendiary harlem polemic newark and the caverns of his own heart
dictated his reaction to a racist society and etched the nuances of his
soul his testimony is an unreplicable view of the recent struggles of
black americans and the society which they have confronted isbn 0 88191
000 7 16 95 essays of the 1960s by a prominent african american voice who
demands rights not conditional favors the new york times book review
amiri baraka also known as leroi jones was known not only as a poet
playwright and founder of the black arts movement but also as one of the
most provocative voices of the civil rights era and beyond these pieces
which span the years from 1960 to 1965 cover subjects ranging from cuba
to malcolm x to street protests and soul food and are accompanied by the
author s new introduction from 2009 a clutch of early stories from the
poet playwright and provocateur infused with jazz and informed by racial
alienation kirkus reviews baraka was without question the central figure
of the black arts movement and was the most important theorist of that
movement s expression of the black aesthetic which took hold of the
african american cultural imagination in earnest in the late sixties
while known primarily for his plays poems and criticism of black music
baraka was also a master of the short story form as this collection
attests tales first appeared in 1967 and is an impressionistic and
sometimes surrealistic collection of short fiction showcasing amiri
baraka s great impact on african american literature of the 1950s and
1960s tales is a critical volume in amiri baraka s oeuvre and an
important testament to his remarkable literary legacy henry louis gates
jr the sixteen artful and nuanced stories in this reissue of amiri baraka
s seminal 1967 collection fall into two parts the first nine concern
themselves with the sensibility of a hip perceptive young black man in
white america the last seven stories endeavor to place that same man
within the context of his awareness of and participation in a rapidly
emerging and powerfully felt negritude they deal it might be said with
the black man in black america yet these tales are not social tracts but
absolutely masterful fiction provocative witty and at times bitter and
aggressive aquest llibre explora l estètica de leroi jones amiri baraka
des dels seus primers dies com poeta beat fins a l actualitat baraka ha
estat considerat com el poeta rebel el que sempre ataca la política
denuncia l abús de poder i les errònies polítiques administratives dels
estats units aquest volum examina alguns dels més importants assajos i
obres de ficció amb l objectiu de clarificar la importància en el
desenvolupament de l obra de baraka the sum total of three hundred years
of contained fury these four plays are powerful statements about the real
meaning of white oppression of black people in their militancy and anger
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they perfectly express the mood and frustrations of black america poet
and playwright amiri baraka is best known as one of the african american
writers who helped ignite the black arts movement this book examines
baraka s cultural approach to black power politics and explores his role
in the phenomenal spread of black nationalism in the urban centers of
late twentieth century america including his part in the election of
black public officials his leadership in the modern black convention
movement and his work in housing and community development komozi woodard
traces baraka s transformation from poet to political activist as the
rise of the black arts movement pulled him from political obscurity in
the beat circles of greenwich village swept him into the center of the
black power movement and ultimately propelled him into the ranks of black
national political leadership moving outward from baraka s personal story
woodard illuminates the dynamics and remarkable rise of black cultural
nationalism with an eye toward the movement s broader context including
the impact of black migrations on urban ethos the importance of
increasing population concentrations of african americans in the cities
and the effect of the 1965 voting rights act on the nature of black
political mobilization written between 1960 and 1965 home documents a
critical time in american history as well as a crucial stage in the
development of one of the most influential writers activists and
intellects of the era these essays range from short impressionistic
pieces on urban life and culture to longer political statements on the
cuban revolution black sexuality and the artist s role as a force for
social change but more than a collection of occasional pieces home is
truly an ideological autobiography fiercely opinionated and fearlessly
expressive the voice of leroi jones carries with force across the decades
at a time when passionate discussions of racial politics are erupting in
the classroom and the courtroom this edition with a new preface by the
author offers us a chance to reexamine the lessons learned over thirty
years ago book jacket title summary field provided by blackwell north
america inc all rights reserved the essential collection of jazz writing
by the celebrated poet and author of blues people reissued with a new
introduction by the author in the 1960s leroi jones who would later be
known as amiri baraka was a pioneering jazz critic articulating in real
time the incredible transformations of the form taking place in the clubs
and coffee houses of new york city in black music he sheds light on the
brilliant young jazz musicians of the day john coltrane thelonious monk
miles davis ornette coleman cecil taylor archie shepp sun ra and others
combining firsthand immediacy with wide ranging erudition black music
articulates the complexities of modern jazz while also sharing insights
on the nature of jazz criticism the creative process and the development
of a new way forward for black artists this rich and vital collection is
comprised of essays reviews interviews liner notes musical analyses and
personal impressions from 1959 1967 in black music baraka wrote with
ecstasy highly informed and intricate about ecstatically complex music
richard brody the new yorker the baptism and the toilet are two of leroi
jones earliest plays the baptism a viciously comic assault on diverse
hypocrisies religious social sexual which inform contemporary american
life and the toilet a tough relentless study of tenderness crushed and
destroyed by an adolescent code of violence comprise a pair of the most
powerful one act plays to be produced in new york in years back cover a
study of the works of imamu amiri baraka written between 1960 and 1970
baraka is represented as an example of black america searching for
identity purpose and direction this search examined by lacey is embodied
by baraka s achievements this study attempts to place jazz and the blues
within the context of american social history the author leroi jones also
known as the poet amiri baraka combines a knowledge of black american
culture with his direct contact with many of the musicians who have
provided the backbone to this vital strand of american 20th century
culture in this essential and impassioned text leroi jones traces the
intertwined development of blues and jazz music with the history of its
creators in white america as important and relevant as at its first
publication in 1963 it shows how music and its people are inseparable
expressing and reflecting the other surviving and adapting through
oppression a poetic voyage in five parts that charts the ebbs and flows
of the african american movement amiri baraka formerly known as leroi
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jones became known as one of the most militant anti white black
nationalists of the 1960s black power movement an advocate of black
cultural nationalism baraka supported the rejection of all things white
and western he helped found and direct the influential black arts
movement which sought to move black writers away from western aesthetic
sensibilities and toward a more complete embrace of the black world
except perhaps for james baldwin no single figure has had more of an
impact on black intellectual and artistic life during the last forty
years in this groundbreaking and comprehensive study the first to
interweave baraka s art and political activities jerry watts takes us
from his early immersion in the new york scene through the most dynamic
period in the life and work of this controversial figure watts situates
baraka within the various worlds through which he travelled including
beat bohemia marxist leninism and black nationalism in the process he
convincingly demonstrates how the 25 years between baraka s emergence in
1960 and his continued influence in the mid 1980s can also be read as a
general commentary on the condition of black intellectuals during the
same time continually using baraka as the focal point for a broader
analysis watts illustrates the link between baraka s life and the lives
of other black writers trying to realize their artistic ambitions and
contrasts him with other key political intellectuals of the time in a
chapter sure to prove controversial watts links baraka s famous misogyny
to an attempt to bury his own homosexual past a work of extraordinary
breadth amira baraka is a powerful portrait of one man s lifework and the
pivotal time it represents in african american history informed by a
wealth of original research it fills a crucial gap in the lively
literature on black thought and history and will continue to be a
touchstone work for some time to come the letters of amiri baraka and
edward dorn offer a vivid picture of american lives connecting around
poetry during a tumultuous time of change and immense creativity this new
book of previously uncollected poetry 1984 1995 demonstrates baraka s
gift for the music of thought and reveals his continued mastery of tone
and performance engaging in the primary issues of african american music
and contemporary politics and imbuing his homages to such grand figures
of america as duke ellington thelonious monk sarah vaughn albert ayler
and john coltrane with a passion that has not abated over the years
baraka glories in his own virtuosity book jacket title summary field
provided by blackwell north america inc all rights reserved fox offers a
clear and important if brief consideration of the fiction of baraka reed
and delany he renders an especially important service by establishing the
relationship among three fictionists whose work has been substantially
neglected readers will find this volume useful as a starting point for
the investigation of recent afro american fiction and as an example of
the application of poststructuralist criticism to afro american fiction
choice this book is a provocative and enlightening study of the fiction
of leroi jones amiri baraka ishmael reed and samuel r delany three black
american writers who are among the most gifted literary artists of the
past twenty five years these authors who emerged in the tumultuous period
of the 1960s when the complacencies of the previous decade were being
challenged throughout the country are examined here within the context of
afro american literature here for the first time a major african american
writer gathers in one volume the eulogies he has written and spoken in
poetry and prose over the last 30 years eulogies shows amiri baraka s
writing at its most personal and profound the solemnity of his subject
matter leads baraka to meditate on matters both political and spiritual
to examine the status of african americans in the united states and
ultimately to reflect on the nature of life and death poetry african
american studies jones is known best for her resonant memoir about the
beat milieu and her marriage to amiri baraka formerly leroi jones how i
became hettie jones 1990 but this collection of poems her first will
establish her as a potent and fearless poet the provocative multiplicity
of meanings embodied by the title bears beautiful fruit beginning with a
strikingly original set of poems about cars and the road including hard
drive in which jones saucily introduces herself as both woman enough to
be moved to tears and man enough to drive my car in any direction she
does drive in any and all directions over the course of the book writing
both deeply personal and strongly political poems all of which are
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utterly free of sentimentality yet warm with compassion jones writes i
love everyone today as usual and it is her embracing of life and its
mirror image death that revs each poem up to speed liberating us for a
sweet moment from inertia donna seaman booklist as a commentator on
american music and african american music in particular baraka occupies a
unique niche his intelligence critical sense passion strong political
stances involvement with musicians and in the musical world as well as in
his community give his work a quality unlike any other as a reviewer and
as someone inside the movement he writes powerfully about music as few
others can or do steven l isoardi author of central avenue sounds jazz in
los angeles every jazz musician who has endured beyond changing fashions
and warring cultures has had a signature sound amiri baraka from the very
beginning of his challenging fiery presence on the jazz scene has brought
probing light between his off putting thunderclaps on what is indeed
america s classical music i sometimes disagree insistently with amiri and
it s mutual but when he gets past his parochial pyrotechnics as in
choruses in this book he brings you into the life force of this music nat
hentoff author of the jazz life from the end of the 1950s through the
middle of the 1960s amiri baraka b 1934 and edward dorn 1929 99 two self
consciously avant garde poets fostered an intense friendship primarily
through correspondence the early 1960s found both poets just beginning to
publish and becoming public figures bonding around their commitment to
new and radical forms of poetry and culture dorn and baraka created an
interracial friendship at precisely the moment when the civil rights
movement was becoming a powerful force in national politics the major
premise of the dorn jones friendship as developed through their letters
was artistic but the range of subjects in the correspondence shows an
incredible intersection between the personal and the public providing a
schematic map of what was so vital in postwar american culture to those
living through it their letters offer a vivid picture of american lives
connecting around poetry during a tumultuous time of change and immense
creativity reading through these correspondences allows access into
personal biographies and through these biographies profound moments in
american cultural history open themselves to us in a way not easily found
in official channels of historical narrative and memory the long awaited
reissue of the sequel to amiri baraka s seminal work blues people
interviews from over the course of the author s career document his views
on writing poetry drama and the social role of the writer the inside
songs of amiri baraka examines the full length of baraka s discography as
a poet recording with musicians as well as his contributions to jazz and
r b beginning with his earliest studio recordings in 1965 and continuing
to the last year of his life 2014 this recorded history traces his
evolution from the era of beat poetry and projective verse through the
period of the black arts movement and cultural nationalism and on to his
commitments to third world marxism which characterized the last decades
of his life the music enfolding baraka s recitations ranges from
traditional african drumming to doo wop rhythm and blues soul and the
avant garde jazz that was his great love and the subject of so much of
his writing and includes both in studio sessions and live concert
performances this body of work offers a rare opportunity to think about
not only jazz poetry but the poet in the recording studio and the
relations of text to score
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The Fiction of Leroi Jones/Amiri Baraka 2000 for the first time under one
cover then here is the collected fiction of one of america s greatest
writers book jacket
The LeRoi Jones/Amiri Baraka Reader 1999-11-22 amiri baraka dramatist
poet essayist orator and fiction writer is one of the preeminent african
american literary figures of our time the leroi jones amiri baraka reader
provides the most comprehensive selection of baraka s work to date
spanning almost 40 years of a brilliant prolific and controversial career
in which he has produced more than 12 books of poetry 26 plays eight
collections of essays and speeches and two books of fiction this updated
edition contains over 50 pages of previously unpublished work as well as
a chronology and full bibliography
The Autobiography of LeRoi Jones 2012-04 the complete autobiography of a
literary legend
Selected Poetry of Amiri Baraka/LeRoi Jones 1979 containing these poems
which the author most wants to preserve this volume summarizes the career
to date of the man who has been called the father of modern black poetry
it confirms amiri baraka as one of the major figures of contemporary
american poetry
The Autobiography of LeRoi Jones/Amiri Baraka 1984 this prose poem styled
memoir of poet novelist playwright and black activist delineates the
politics and the personal drama of the man who has dared face injustice
with violence and flaunted his pride in black chauvinism chronicling the
first forty years of his life the book tells how jones baraka comes into
being from his middle class roots in newark and how his journey through
howard university the air force beat greenwich village incendiary harlem
polemic newark and the caverns of his own heart dictated his reaction to
a racist society and etched the nuances of his soul his testimony is an
unreplicable view of the recent struggles of black americans and the
society which they have confronted isbn 0 88191 000 7 16 95
Home 2009-01-01 essays of the 1960s by a prominent african american voice
who demands rights not conditional favors the new york times book review
amiri baraka also known as leroi jones was known not only as a poet
playwright and founder of the black arts movement but also as one of the
most provocative voices of the civil rights era and beyond these pieces
which span the years from 1960 to 1965 cover subjects ranging from cuba
to malcolm x to street protests and soul food and are accompanied by the
author s new introduction from 2009
Tales 2016-02-16 a clutch of early stories from the poet playwright and
provocateur infused with jazz and informed by racial alienation kirkus
reviews baraka was without question the central figure of the black arts
movement and was the most important theorist of that movement s
expression of the black aesthetic which took hold of the african american
cultural imagination in earnest in the late sixties while known primarily
for his plays poems and criticism of black music baraka was also a master
of the short story form as this collection attests tales first appeared
in 1967 and is an impressionistic and sometimes surrealistic collection
of short fiction showcasing amiri baraka s great impact on african
american literature of the 1950s and 1960s tales is a critical volume in
amiri baraka s oeuvre and an important testament to his remarkable
literary legacy henry louis gates jr the sixteen artful and nuanced
stories in this reissue of amiri baraka s seminal 1967 collection fall
into two parts the first nine concern themselves with the sensibility of
a hip perceptive young black man in white america the last seven stories
endeavor to place that same man within the context of his awareness of
and participation in a rapidly emerging and powerfully felt negritude
they deal it might be said with the black man in black america yet these
tales are not social tracts but absolutely masterful fiction provocative
witty and at times bitter and aggressive
Selected Plays and Prose of Amiri Baraka/LeRoi Jones 1979 aquest llibre
explora l estètica de leroi jones amiri baraka des dels seus primers dies
com poeta beat fins a l actualitat baraka ha estat considerat com el
poeta rebel el que sempre ataca la política denuncia l abús de poder i
les errònies polítiques administratives dels estats units aquest volum
examina alguns dels més importants assajos i obres de ficció amb l
objectiu de clarificar la importància en el desenvolupament de l obra de
baraka
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The Aesthetics of LeRoi Jones / Amiri Baraka: The Rebel Poet 2011-11-28
the sum total of three hundred years of contained fury these four plays
are powerful statements about the real meaning of white oppression of
black people in their militancy and anger they perfectly express the mood
and frustrations of black america
Four Black Revolutionary Plays 1998 poet and playwright amiri baraka is
best known as one of the african american writers who helped ignite the
black arts movement this book examines baraka s cultural approach to
black power politics and explores his role in the phenomenal spread of
black nationalism in the urban centers of late twentieth century america
including his part in the election of black public officials his
leadership in the modern black convention movement and his work in
housing and community development komozi woodard traces baraka s
transformation from poet to political activist as the rise of the black
arts movement pulled him from political obscurity in the beat circles of
greenwich village swept him into the center of the black power movement
and ultimately propelled him into the ranks of black national political
leadership moving outward from baraka s personal story woodard
illuminates the dynamics and remarkable rise of black cultural
nationalism with an eye toward the movement s broader context including
the impact of black migrations on urban ethos the importance of
increasing population concentrations of african americans in the cities
and the effect of the 1965 voting rights act on the nature of black
political mobilization
A Nation within a Nation 2005-10-12 written between 1960 and 1965 home
documents a critical time in american history as well as a crucial stage
in the development of one of the most influential writers activists and
intellects of the era these essays range from short impressionistic
pieces on urban life and culture to longer political statements on the
cuban revolution black sexuality and the artist s role as a force for
social change but more than a collection of occasional pieces home is
truly an ideological autobiography fiercely opinionated and fearlessly
expressive the voice of leroi jones carries with force across the decades
at a time when passionate discussions of racial politics are erupting in
the classroom and the courtroom this edition with a new preface by the
author offers us a chance to reexamine the lessons learned over thirty
years ago book jacket title summary field provided by blackwell north
america inc all rights reserved
LeRoi Jones (Imamu Amiri Baraka) 1971 the essential collection of jazz
writing by the celebrated poet and author of blues people reissued with a
new introduction by the author in the 1960s leroi jones who would later
be known as amiri baraka was a pioneering jazz critic articulating in
real time the incredible transformations of the form taking place in the
clubs and coffee houses of new york city in black music he sheds light on
the brilliant young jazz musicians of the day john coltrane thelonious
monk miles davis ornette coleman cecil taylor archie shepp sun ra and
others combining firsthand immediacy with wide ranging erudition black
music articulates the complexities of modern jazz while also sharing
insights on the nature of jazz criticism the creative process and the
development of a new way forward for black artists this rich and vital
collection is comprised of essays reviews interviews liner notes musical
analyses and personal impressions from 1959 1967 in black music baraka
wrote with ecstasy highly informed and intricate about ecstatically
complex music richard brody the new yorker
Imamu Amiri Baraka (Leroi Jones) 1978 the baptism and the toilet are two
of leroi jones earliest plays the baptism a viciously comic assault on
diverse hypocrisies religious social sexual which inform contemporary
american life and the toilet a tough relentless study of tenderness
crushed and destroyed by an adolescent code of violence comprise a pair
of the most powerful one act plays to be produced in new york in years
back cover
Home 1998 a study of the works of imamu amiri baraka written between 1960
and 1970 baraka is represented as an example of black america searching
for identity purpose and direction this search examined by lacey is
embodied by baraka s achievements
Amiri Baraka/LeRoi Jones 1978 this study attempts to place jazz and the
blues within the context of american social history the author leroi
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jones also known as the poet amiri baraka combines a knowledge of black
american culture with his direct contact with many of the musicians who
have provided the backbone to this vital strand of american 20th century
culture
A LeRoi Jones (Amiri Baraka) Bibliography 1971 in this essential and
impassioned text leroi jones traces the intertwined development of blues
and jazz music with the history of its creators in white america as
important and relevant as at its first publication in 1963 it shows how
music and its people are inseparable expressing and reflecting the other
surviving and adapting through oppression
From LeRoi Jones to Amiri Baraka: the Literary Works 1973 a poetic voyage
in five parts that charts the ebbs and flows of the african american
movement
Black Music 2010-01-01 amiri baraka formerly known as leroi jones became
known as one of the most militant anti white black nationalists of the
1960s black power movement an advocate of black cultural nationalism
baraka supported the rejection of all things white and western he helped
found and direct the influential black arts movement which sought to move
black writers away from western aesthetic sensibilities and toward a more
complete embrace of the black world except perhaps for james baldwin no
single figure has had more of an impact on black intellectual and
artistic life during the last forty years in this groundbreaking and
comprehensive study the first to interweave baraka s art and political
activities jerry watts takes us from his early immersion in the new york
scene through the most dynamic period in the life and work of this
controversial figure watts situates baraka within the various worlds
through which he travelled including beat bohemia marxist leninism and
black nationalism in the process he convincingly demonstrates how the 25
years between baraka s emergence in 1960 and his continued influence in
the mid 1980s can also be read as a general commentary on the condition
of black intellectuals during the same time continually using baraka as
the focal point for a broader analysis watts illustrates the link between
baraka s life and the lives of other black writers trying to realize
their artistic ambitions and contrasts him with other key political
intellectuals of the time in a chapter sure to prove controversial watts
links baraka s famous misogyny to an attempt to bury his own homosexual
past a work of extraordinary breadth amira baraka is a powerful portrait
of one man s lifework and the pivotal time it represents in african
american history informed by a wealth of original research it fills a
crucial gap in the lively literature on black thought and history and
will continue to be a touchstone work for some time to come
The Baptism 1966 the letters of amiri baraka and edward dorn offer a
vivid picture of american lives connecting around poetry during a
tumultuous time of change and immense creativity
To Raise, Destroy, and Create 1981 this new book of previously
uncollected poetry 1984 1995 demonstrates baraka s gift for the music of
thought and reveals his continued mastery of tone and performance
engaging in the primary issues of african american music and contemporary
politics and imbuing his homages to such grand figures of america as duke
ellington thelonious monk sarah vaughn albert ayler and john coltrane
with a passion that has not abated over the years baraka glories in his
own virtuosity book jacket title summary field provided by blackwell
north america inc all rights reserved
Black Music 1969 fox offers a clear and important if brief consideration
of the fiction of baraka reed and delany he renders an especially
important service by establishing the relationship among three
fictionists whose work has been substantially neglected readers will find
this volume useful as a starting point for the investigation of recent
afro american fiction and as an example of the application of
poststructuralist criticism to afro american fiction choice this book is
a provocative and enlightening study of the fiction of leroi jones amiri
baraka ishmael reed and samuel r delany three black american writers who
are among the most gifted literary artists of the past twenty five years
these authors who emerged in the tumultuous period of the 1960s when the
complacencies of the previous decade were being challenged throughout the
country are examined here within the context of afro american literature
An Amiri Baraka/Leroi Jones Poetry Sampler 1991 here for the first time a
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major african american writer gathers in one volume the eulogies he has
written and spoken in poetry and prose over the last 30 years eulogies
shows amiri baraka s writing at its most personal and profound the
solemnity of his subject matter leads baraka to meditate on matters both
political and spiritual to examine the status of african americans in the
united states and ultimately to reflect on the nature of life and death
The Motion of History, and Other Plays 1978 poetry african american
studies jones is known best for her resonant memoir about the beat milieu
and her marriage to amiri baraka formerly leroi jones how i became hettie
jones 1990 but this collection of poems her first will establish her as a
potent and fearless poet the provocative multiplicity of meanings
embodied by the title bears beautiful fruit beginning with a strikingly
original set of poems about cars and the road including hard drive in
which jones saucily introduces herself as both woman enough to be moved
to tears and man enough to drive my car in any direction she does drive
in any and all directions over the course of the book writing both deeply
personal and strongly political poems all of which are utterly free of
sentimentality yet warm with compassion jones writes i love everyone
today as usual and it is her embracing of life and its mirror image death
that revs each poem up to speed liberating us for a sweet moment from
inertia donna seaman booklist
Blues People 1995 as a commentator on american music and african american
music in particular baraka occupies a unique niche his intelligence
critical sense passion strong political stances involvement with
musicians and in the musical world as well as in his community give his
work a quality unlike any other as a reviewer and as someone inside the
movement he writes powerfully about music as few others can or do steven
l isoardi author of central avenue sounds jazz in los angeles every jazz
musician who has endured beyond changing fashions and warring cultures
has had a signature sound amiri baraka from the very beginning of his
challenging fiery presence on the jazz scene has brought probing light
between his off putting thunderclaps on what is indeed america s
classical music i sometimes disagree insistently with amiri and it s
mutual but when he gets past his parochial pyrotechnics as in choruses in
this book he brings you into the life force of this music nat hentoff
author of the jazz life
Blues People 2022-11-03 from the end of the 1950s through the middle of
the 1960s amiri baraka b 1934 and edward dorn 1929 99 two self
consciously avant garde poets fostered an intense friendship primarily
through correspondence the early 1960s found both poets just beginning to
publish and becoming public figures bonding around their commitment to
new and radical forms of poetry and culture dorn and baraka created an
interracial friendship at precisely the moment when the civil rights
movement was becoming a powerful force in national politics the major
premise of the dorn jones friendship as developed through their letters
was artistic but the range of subjects in the correspondence shows an
incredible intersection between the personal and the public providing a
schematic map of what was so vital in postwar american culture to those
living through it their letters offer a vivid picture of american lives
connecting around poetry during a tumultuous time of change and immense
creativity reading through these correspondences allows access into
personal biographies and through these biographies profound moments in
american cultural history open themselves to us in a way not easily found
in official channels of historical narrative and memory
Wise, Why's, Y's 1995 the long awaited reissue of the sequel to amiri
baraka s seminal work blues people
Amiri Baraka 2001-08-01 interviews from over the course of the author s
career document his views on writing poetry drama and the social role of
the writer
Amiri Baraka & Edward Dorn 2013 the inside songs of amiri baraka examines
the full length of baraka s discography as a poet recording with
musicians as well as his contributions to jazz and r b beginning with his
earliest studio recordings in 1965 and continuing to the last year of his
life 2014 this recorded history traces his evolution from the era of beat
poetry and projective verse through the period of the black arts movement
and cultural nationalism and on to his commitments to third world marxism
which characterized the last decades of his life the music enfolding
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baraka s recitations ranges from traditional african drumming to doo wop
rhythm and blues soul and the avant garde jazz that was his great love
and the subject of so much of his writing and includes both in studio
sessions and live concert performances this body of work offers a rare
opportunity to think about not only jazz poetry but the poet in the
recording studio and the relations of text to score
Funk Lore 1996
Conscientious Sorcerers 1987-04-15
Eulogies 1996
Drive 1998
Digging 2009
Amiri Baraka and Edward Dorn 2013-12-01
In Our Terribleness (some Elements and Meaning in Black Style) [by] Imamu
Amiri Baraka (LeRoi Jones) and Fundi (Billy Abernathy) 1970
Black Music 2022-05-10
Conversations with Amiri Baraka 1994
The Inside Songs of Amiri Baraka 2021-06-28
A Study Guide for Amiri Baraka's Dutchman 2015-09-24
Preface to a Twenty Volume Suicide Note 1961
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